
if God would come down to earth
and try to earn a living in Bombay,
most probably he would very soon
become successful as a voice-over
artiste, lending his voice to
thousands of Hindi movies and
even more documentaries
and public service films
in India.
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When in Bombay in 2006, I was writing a script for a feature film which
became too complex for me to handle. The whole process was so
disconnected from whatever I thought moving images were about, that I 
decided to start working on a side project which would only be about the
moving image: shooting longtime exposure in the most crowded places in 
Bombay with a timelapse camera on 16mm film. There was no budget, so 
everything had to be do-it-yourself: the film equipment and expired stock 
I found on ebay, a retired precision engineer did the super-16mm gate
conversion and my friend Dirk designed a release mechanism to trigger the 
camera. Further modifications disabled the camera‘s viewfinder and I ended 
up having to shoot blind. Placing this cluster of camera, release control, 
wires and batteries into a Bombay traffic jam for several hours requires 
a multitude of irrational strategies because every inch of asphalt in this 
city is exploited commercially. When the rush hour starts, it‘s seen as an
opportunity by thousands of hawkers to set up their shops right into the 
traffic. This attracts even more people who seem to enjoy their high-density 
shopping experience. Whatever looks like a good spot to put a camera in 
the morning, will be overrun by an avalanche of metal and organisms a few 
hours later. So I kept changing strategies: I began shooting from seedy 
hotel windows or I was hiding my camera in a sports bag. One day I went 
on a location reccie to Malad Station, and while having a lassi at the MM
Mithaiwala restaurant, I heard a voice. It was the voice of God. Coming 
from the speakers above my head: ”MM Ki Lassi, sheetal hai, madhur
hai, swaad se bhari, taazi malaaidaar lassi, MM Ki Lassi!” The Voice of 
God. The God of Voiceover: Harish Bhimani. In the late 1980‘s the largest
Indian epic, the Mahabharata, reincarnated in its avatar, the television
series ”Mahabharat”. Harish Bhimani was the narrator, he spoke the voice 
of ”Time”. Everyone in India knows his voice and everyone has memories
about it. Bombay is a film city, film is an easily available resource, it‘s lite-
rally lying in the streets. I found my protagonist, found some side characters
and at one point I had to bring all these elements together. In the analogue
process, film is shot on negative and afterwards spliced and glued together
by a negative cutter. The minimum distance between two cuts has to be 16
frames, but I wanted to do single frame cutting. So I had to re-work
everything on an optical printer. Shot by shot and frame by frame. There
are just 5 or 6 printers left in Bombay, all of them on their last legs. 
Since the cinevator technology entered the market last year, the digital
revolution is almost complete. Satish Ajgaonkar is one of the people who 
is still trying to survive on analogue, and for five long days we copied
every single frame of the film into a new sequence. It became a totally 
hand made film, no digital technology was involved in the final print.
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